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ABSTRACT  

The primary purpose of this thesis work is to design and implement a system supporting the fire-fighter’s 

training evaluation. The solution presented in this report comprises a real-time locating system and 

Inertial Measurement Unit that collect the training data and an application built with the Unity3D game 

engine used for processing.  

 

Before the presented application can process any data, a training facility must be recreated, and a 

trainer or an expert must define training guidelines, such as zones that a trainee must visit, objects 

he/she has to see, and the required execution time. After this preparation and completed training 

session, collected data is processed and the visualization together with evaluation process begins. The 

program visualizes trainee’s position and his/her field of view and evaluates his performance. For the 

latter, it uses the Unity3D collision detection feature. After the evaluation, the trainer can see detailed 

results with recorded time stamps, and using them, he/she can fast forward to specific, important points, 

reducing the time to analyze trainee’s performance throughout the whole training. 

 

Tests which the authors conducted confirm that the built system meets requirements and is useful for 

evaluation of the trainee’s performance. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background of the problem 

Localizing people and objects has been important feature for industry, logistics, or health-care. Recent 

advances in this field, allowing tracking with a high accuracy and frequency, led to new possible 

applications, like player tracking in sports or military simulations. The authors of this thesis did not find 

in the literature any solutions intended to assist in the fire fire-fighters’ training assessment. Evaluating 

such training without visualization data is limited, and coaches would benefit if they knew the trainee’s 

position and orientation at any particular time.  

 

Such training comprises many elements and analysis of all of them is time consuming. Apart from the 

execution time, there are other significant factors that have to be evaluated, such as a range of explored 

area, movement speed, or a number of accomplished tasks. Having position data and using algorithms, 

some of these factors can be evaluated automatically, giving coaches the preliminary assessment of 

the trainee’s performance and saving time. 

 

Considering these problems, in this report, we present the system whose purpose is to support 

firefighter’s training performance evaluation process. This is accomplished by means of visualization of 

trainee’s localization together with field of view orientation and by an automatic assessment of above 

mentioned performance factors. 

1.2. Scope of thesis work 

The thesis objective is to provide a hardware and software solution allowing to evaluate trainee’s 

performance. The designed system must monitor trainee’s localization and his/her field of view. 

Furthermore, the system must visualize the data and make an objective assessment of the firefighter’s 

skills. 

1.3. Outline of the thesis 

This report comprises nine sections. In the following section, we discuss the works related to our 

project, giving examples of different system applicatios related to estimation of localization and 

orientation.  

 

The second part explains the motivation for choosing this project, points out newness in our approach, 

states the main problems that need to be addressed, and shows how to handle them. 

 

Then, we present the product design process we have followed, show and discuss system’s needs and 

requirements, and present the development process in a diagram form. 
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In the fifth section, we discuss in details the project’s modelling section. In this section, we explain 

following aspects of the application: 

 how the measurement data from the RTLS and IMU device are being collected and then 

synchronized in the application, 

 how trainee’s path is created from this data, 

 the visual side of the application, 

 an operating principle of the evaluation algorithm. 

 

The sixth part concerns implementation. It shows the used hardware and software and explains how 

they were chosen. It also presents results of the conducted hardware accuracy tests. 

 

The seventh section presents the system verification. It describes test scenarios and shows their 

results. 

 

The penultimate part concludes the project with obtained results, and in the last section, ideas that can 

be used in the future are presented. 
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2. SURVEY OF RELATED WORKS 

2.1. Tracking technology 

Tracking technology has a lot of possible applications and solutions. While location determination is 

usually accomplished using GPS system for outdoor applications, it does not work for indoor 

localization. For this purpose, there are several solutions. 

 

Some use WiFi networks [8] or Bluetooth [9]; however, their update rate and measurement accuracy 

of 1 meter and up to few meters, respectively, are not sufficient for the application described in this 

paper. 

 

Another approach that guarantees tracking with 30 cm accuracy uses UWB RFID technology. In [10], 

the author describes its usage to track soldiers engaged in a training in a multi-story building, tracking 

their movements,  actions and with each other, primarily for post-action review lessons.  

 

In [11], UWB RFID system supplied by Zebra Technologies, which has been installed at football 

stadiums in the United States, is described. It can identify players’ location within  

6 inches with 25 Hz frequency and their orientation. The solution provides statistics for broadcasters 

and for the coaching staff. 

 

The same company delivers the system to track the movements of crew members and equipment 

during pit-stop training in NASCAR [12]. 

 

UWB RFID (together with sound system and sleep monitoring sensors) applies also for monitoring elder 

people suffering from dementia [13]. 

 

The authors of [14] describe the system, which uses multiple cameras to track each player on the court 

or field in single player sports and then gives the statistics about the covered distance and the average 

and instant speed. 

 

Usage of multiple cameras is also described in [15]. The authors use them for localization of players in 

soccer game to display a virtual offside line, players’ positions, and motion patterns. A similar 

application is presented in [16], and for basketball game in [17].  
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2.2. Inertial measurement unit applications 

In [21] data obtained from smartphones inertial sensors are used to calculate walking direction of a 

pedestrian. Researchers conclude that, in over 80% cases,  this solution correctly determined the 

moving direction. The most significant issue stems from magnetometer data without compensation.  

 

In [2], the antenna direction of arrival signal is estimated using the SAGE algorithm and virtual antenna 

arrays. Furthermore, it describes the IMU’s accuracy evaluation.   

 

The authors of [3] evaluate the performance of smartphones’ inertial sensors, such as accelerometer, 

gyroscope and magnetometer. They conclude that, for the tested smartphones, the root mean square 

(RMS) values were under 0.3o for a static protocol. 

2.3. Movements recognition systems 

Recognition of the specific movements is an important aspect of tracking technology. In [4], the authors 

focus on detecting and tracking objects in real-time by robots and evaluate the tracking performance of 

robot’s joint. 

 

In [5] authors address human behaviour recognition. They are using a wearable device to detect 

motions based on the expert knowledge. The authors are using IMU boards and get an average 

orientation error from 0.69° to 1.75°. 

 

The movement recognition can be also obtained by visual signals recorded and interpreted by the 

system comprising several cameras spaced in 3D  [6]. The lowest recognition rate they achieved is 

60%. However, 75% of specified postures were recognized with higher than 90% efficacy. Also human’s 

actions can be identified using an RTLS system and spatial location interpretation as described in [7]. 

From the tests, the authors obtained accuracy over 82%. 
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3. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND MAIN CONTRIBUTION 

3.1. Problem statement 

The reported studies indicate that the solutions supporting assessment of emergency servicemen are 

not comprehensive, especially for public services, like firefighters. During a training or aptitude test for 

firefighters, the trainees’ skills, including their average speed, building behaviour or tasks execution 

time should be evaluated to constitute the final assessment. Most assessments are doneby 

experienced firefighters; however, it can be subjective. Therefore, there is a need for a system, which 

would objectively and comprehensively assess the trainees’ skills. 

 

Hence, the objective of this work is to design and develop, and then validate a system allowing an 

objective assessment of firefighters’ skills and providing a comprehensive map of their skill profile. 

 

The designed solution comprises the sensor system yielding information about trainees’ movement in 

the test-space. The access to the real-time data is to be wireless. The visualization of particular different 

components of the training must be based on modern game engine based technologies. The 

assessment of these elements is to be grounded on expert knowledge, and the trainees’ individual 

achievements must be summarized in a comprehensive manner with the graphical outline of the overall 

quantitative evaluation. 

 

3.2. Research question and hypothesis 

To achieve the thesis’ goal, research questions had to be formulated. For that, deductive reasoning 

approach was used.. First research question describes the main problem. Constructing consecutive 

research questions depends on the previous hypothesis. Below three research questions and releated 

to them hypotheses are presented: 

 

 RQ1: How can fire-fighter's training performance evaluation can be supported in terms of 

quality of training environment exploration? 

 H1: Fire-fighter's training performance evaluation can be supported by comparison of training 

factors such as speed, covered area, and execution time, with training outlines from the expert. 

 

 RQ2: How measureable training parameters can be estimated? 

 H2: These parameters can be estimated based on monitored trainee’s position and field of view 

orientation data during training session and their later processing using movement oriented 

algorithms built in a modern game engine. 
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 RQ3: How to obtain trainee’s position and his/her field of view in training environment? 

 H3: Trainee’s position data can be obtained by using indoor Real Time Locating System. Field 

of view can be estimated using the Inertial Measurement Unit device mounted on trainee’s suit.  

3.3. Main contribution and division of work 

The main contribution of this Master Thesis is applying electronic sensors and a modern game engine, 

capable of data processing, to design and create a prototype of a system that could support fire-fighter’s 

training evaluation. 

 

For that purpose, the authors used accessible sensors, tools available on the market, and designed 

their own measurement device. 

 

The authors then developed a solution for processing the collected data from both systems and 

proposed a method for visualizing the training data and presenting the results with a suitable graph. 

 

The solution performance was tested using real measurement from simulated training scenarios. 

 

The work was divided into a few parts: RTLS measurements, IMU measurements, synchronization 

between systems, data visualization, and evaluation algorithm.  

 

Based on that division, responsibilities were split between authors; Mr Krzysztof Bork-Ceszlak took 

care of RTLS data and things related to it, while Mr Tadeusz Zydanowicz dealt with issues related to 

the IMU device and orientation data. The rest of the work was split dynamically, and on some issues, 

the authors worked together. 
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4. DESIGN PROCESS 

4.1. General approach 

The design approach chosen to solve the trainee’s evaluation support problem is based on the design 

methodology presented in [19], considering stakeholder and future user requirements and designers’ 

perspective. The authors proposed to divide the problem into two stages: the problem formulation and 

product development, as presented in Figure 1. 

 

 

4.2. Problem formulation 

Figure 2 presents a problem formulation stage comprising the needs definition and requirements for 

the desired system. The other part of this stage is the feasibility assessment, which has been approved 

based on the final version of the formulated problem presented below. 

 

To localize a trainee, there is a need to use a localization system that can work both inside and outside 

the training facility. To track his movements reliably, the measurement error should be not greater than 

Figure 1. Design process approach. 

Figure 2. Problem formulation diagram. 
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30 cm, and it should operate at the sampling rate not less than 4 Hz, which allows interpolate trainee’s 

position between samples. 

 

We assumed, for the reliable estimation of field of view, FoV, the IMU device used for this purpose 

should have dynamic accuracy of 5° for roll, pitch, and yaw. Since the device is mounted on the trainee’s 

helmet, it should weigh no more than 150 g and have dimensions of 50 mm x 50 mm x 20 mm. Due to 

the training character and quick trainee’s movements, the IMU should operate at frequency of at least 

50 Hz and allow to save data from 2-hour training. The device also should communicate with a computer 

and allows battery charging. 

 

Futhermore, the system should be able to store the collected data. The IMU device equiped with micro 

SD card with 4 GB memory would be fully satisfactory. However, the RTLS system is based on the 

Windows application, and there is no need for organizing extra memory - a hard drive of the computer 

has enough memory space. 

4.3. Product development 

To fulfill, the formulated requirements, a suitable system has been designed. The main parts of the 

system are presented in the Figure 3. They are divided into four layers. The first one is the trainee’s 

position and orientation data collection by RTLS and IMU board. Then, there is a processing and 

synchronization layer. The next part of the system is the evaluation layer, based on the experts’ 

knowledge and implemented into Windows application. The last part is the visualization of the trainee’s 

assessment results. 

 

Figure 3. Main parts of the system. 
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5. MODELLING 

5.1. General model 

The main requirement for our system is to visualize and assess trainee’s skills. To achieve this 

capability, first, we have to collect the data. We need to estimate his/her location and his/her field of 

view. The location data is obtained using Ubisense RTLS system. The latter can be estimated by 

measuring orientation of the IMU device mounted on his/her helmet. These data would provide 

information of where the trainee was and how was his/her head directed. Having the orientation data 

together with localization, it will make it possible to reproduce trainee’s movements and then, using 

algorithms with implemented expert knowledge, to evaluate his/her performance. An operating principle 

of the system are depicted by the diagram in Figure 4. 

Figure 4. General model of the solution. 
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The designed system comprises hardware and software layers. The former comprises two separate 

systems for measuring localization and orientation. In the software layer, there are programs and 

algorithms to evaluate the training data. Each presented system block is described below. 

 

Before the evaluation, to determine trainee’s position, all the data collected by both localization and 

orientation measurement systems must be synchronized. Since the devices have different sample 

rates, there is a need to use an algorithm to match the data with specific points in time. This algorithm 

is also used for smoothing trainee’s path, what is necessary due to the localization system’s limited 

accuracy. 

 

To make a proper evaluation, the system needs expert’s knowledge. This data should be input into the 

evaluation algorithm. It should comprise information about where and when the trainee should be in the 

training facility, what he should see, and how long it should take to complete the training. After that, the 

algorithm should calculate trainee’s performance level based on the firefighters’ instructors’ guidelines. 

 

Results of the trainee’s performance evaluation should be presented graphically. There should be a 

possibility to modify evaluation algorithm factors’ weights and choose what should be shown on the 

screen. 

5.2. Data acquisition and synchronization  

Localization and orientation systems do not communicate with each other and work with different 

frequencies. IMU’s sampling rate is equal to 40 ms (Figure 5), while for localization measurement new 

sample is obtained after every 160 ms (Figure 6). Therefore data synchronization is required. 

 

For this purpose, we propose a time-based solution, which links every data sample with a specific point 

in time. Since for 1 location sample there are 4 orientation ones, location samples are multiplied so that 

the application utilizes all the data from IMU device and its update rate equals 25 Hz. 
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Figure 5. Orientation measurement samples. 

 

Figure 6. Localization measurement samples. 

5.3. Path smoothing algorithm 

Because of the position data variation and limited frequency update rate, there is a need to implement 

smoothing algorithm. Chaikin algorithm [20] was utilized to solve this problem. This algorithm increases 

the number of position data and calculates their value to get smoother curves. Its performance can be 

adjusted by changing two factors. Algorithm’s equations are presented below: 

 

𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑛) =  𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝑛) + (𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝑛 + 1) −  𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝑛)) ∗ 𝑓1 

𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑛 + 1) =  𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝑛 + 1) + (𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝑛 + 2) −  𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝑛 + 1)) ∗ 𝑓2 (1) 
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𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑤(𝑛) – calculated new position points, 

𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝑛) – current position points, 

𝑓1, 𝑓2 – curving factors. 

 

Moreover, the registered path contains sharp turns and some inconsistency, which is an effect of RTLS 

accuracy and precision. There is a need to filter out these data. For this purpose, a follower was 

investigated. The aim of this solution is to follow  the main object and keep the specified distance. The 

follower cuts temporary deviations. The results of smoothing and filtering are presented in Figure 7. 

 

  

Figure 7. Trainee's position visualization before and after filtering. 
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5.4. Evaluation algorithm 

Our trainee’s performance assessment uses a spider diagram [18]. It calculates the score based on the 

evaluation of five key parts of the training, namely: 

 

 number of checked areas, 

 area coverage, 

 number of examined objects, 

 execution time, 

 average speed, 

each having adjustable weight and contribution to the final score. 

 

The first factor describes how many predefined areas were checked by the trainee, meaning which 

rooms or parts of large spaces were visited by the firefighter. We assume an area was checked if the 

trainee has crossed its edge. To verify it, Unity’s collision detection feature is used. 

 

The second part of the training assessment concerns area coverage and shows to what extent an area 

was explored. It is accomplished by splitting each area equally into 9 subzones, estimating trainee’s 

field of view direction and using colliders. Depending on how many were seen, the trainee gets an 

appropriate score.  

 

 

Figure 8. Definition of zones and objects in the built application. 
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Figure 9. Field of view estimation. 

The third aspect evaluated by an algorithm is the number of checked objects, such as desks or beds in 

the training facility, where somebody can be hidden or lying down injured. We assume the object is 

checked if it is observed from a maximum of 1 m distance for at least 0.5 seconds. 

  

The fourth element that contributes to the final assessment is total time of the training. The system 

measures time when the trainee begins moving and ends when the button on the IMU board is pressed 

down. The system compares it with expert guidelines and evaluates the difference. 

   

The last part of the evaluation is the average trainee’s speed. Similar to the time, the value of the speed 

is compared with expert’s one, and based on the difference, a proper assessment is given. 

 

Based on all these assessment factors, a final evaluation can be determined as the area of the 

pentagram, which is presented in the Figure 10. The final assessment is calculated as a sum of the 

triangles areas using the following formula: 

𝐹𝐴 =
1

2
sin(72°) (𝑠𝑡 + 𝑡𝑜 + 𝑜𝑎 + 𝑎𝑐 + 𝑐𝑠) 

     ≅
1

2
∗ 0,951(𝑠𝑡 + 𝑡𝑜 + 𝑜𝑎 + 𝑎𝑐 + 𝑐𝑠) 

                           ≅ 0,48 ∗ (𝑠𝑡 + 𝑡𝑜 + 𝑜𝑎 + 𝑎𝑐 + 𝑐𝑠)                       (2)                            
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where: 

𝐹𝐴 – final assesment as polygon’s area 

s, t, o, a, c – values of evaluated factors calculated after the training 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Pentagram model for trainee’s performance evaluation. 
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6. IMPLEMENTATION AND VALIDATION 

6.1. Hardware 

6.1.1. Real-Time Locating System 

Our measurement system comprises two separate components. For the localization, we chose an 

Ubisense Indoor Location System. It comprises a few interrogators located throughout the building and 

small wearable tags that transmit ultra wide-band signal. Sensors, by the analysis of the received RF 

signal strength, can estimate the tag’s position in 3 dimensions. This system was chosen because of 

its precision, which enables tracking within 30 cm accuracy with the sampling rate of 8 Hz and because 

of the tags’ size, which are  small enough to allow mounting on the trainee’s chest.  

 

Figure 11. Ubisense tag. 

Ubisense system was verified to know its measurement errors and limits for the algorithm. As we can 

see in the Figure 12, the position mesaurements are sufficiently repeatable. Calculated error is about 

10-20 cm. 

 

Figure 12. Stationary Position measurements. 
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Figure 13. Designed IMU device. 

 

6.1.2. Inertial Measurement Unit 

To estimate trainee’s field of view, we have designed and built an IMU device, based on the Adafruit’s 

BNO055 Absolute Orientation Sensor and Pro trinket board.  

 

To read IMU sensor data ,our Arduino program makes use of open source library provided by the 

board’s manufacturer. Because of its high quality, there was no point to develop our own code from 

scratch, and we could spend more time on other parts of the project. 

 

 

To check its accuracy several tests were conducted for both axes that are important in the application, 

namely yaw and pitch. For each axis, the board was rotated 10 degrees about every second. 

 

These tests have shown that the designed IMU board meets  the requirements concerning accuracy 

and sampling rates described in the previous section of the paper. The IMU board stores trainee’s data 

on the micro SD card and has a rechargeable Li-Ion battery, with a life of 4 hours while logging. 
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Figure 14. Yaw measurement accuracy test result. 

 

Figure 15. Pitch measurement accuracy test result. 
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6.1.3. Additional devices 

Apart from the above mentioned devices, we were using also a Xiaomi Yi digital sport camera to film 

short videos during tests and system verifications. These videos are used to show trainning with 

rendered movements in the application. 

 

The PC we used to run the application had the following specification: 

 processor – Intel core i3, M380, 2.53 GHz 

 installed RAM – 4 GB 

 graphics card – NVIDIA GeForce GT315M 

 operating system – Windows 7 (64 bit) 

6.2. Software 

6.2.1. Unity application 

Analysis of the trainee’s performance data is carried out in the application built with the Unity3D game 

engine. We used it because of its capabilities, offering integrated development environment (IDE) with 

built-in editor, scene builder, scripting, physics engine, and networking. Ability to deploy built application 

for different platforms and operating systems was also an important factor for choosing this software. 

 

Figure 16 presents the main window  of the application. At its top, there is a main menu bar with 

dropdown buttons fully shown in the Figure 17. Below the menu bar, there are views of the virtual path 

representaions and the evaluation graph. At the bottom left side, there is a window with a video recorded 

by the camera mounted on the trainee’s head. The bottom right side of the screen presents the control 

menu; a detailed view is shown in the Figure 17. There are also options to create or destoy objects and 

areas, timing, and checkpoint list. 
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Figure 16. Main screen of the Unity's application. 

 

 

Figure 17. Menu bar. 

 

Before the training data can be evaluated, expert’s knowledge must be implemented into the program. 

Coaching staff implements it by defining the areas and the objects that have to be examined by the 

trainee. They should also define the time in which particular sections of the training should be 

completed. It is done by preparing a text file with the data, which is then input into the program or 

directly on run-time. 

 

Trainee’s evaluation begins with loading the data from the measurement sub-systems. As for IMU 

device, it can be done by cable using serial communication or by sticking a micro SD card into the 

computer. Location data from the Ubisense system must be loaded from the file.  
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Figure 18. Control panel. 

 

Having all the data prepared, trainee’s evaluation is possible, and the score is calculated according to 

the algorithm described in the previous chapter. 

 

Figure 19 and Figure 20 present first and third person view. These views can be easily switched by the 

select camera drop-down menu. Changing perspective results in more accurate representation of what 

trainee’s see and where is he/she located. 

 

Figure 21 and Figure 22 present capabilities of a tool used for adding and editting interactive objects, 

like obstacles and areas. Obstacles are designed to imitate real-life objects like walls, doors or furniture. 

They block trainee’s movements and his/her field of view range and simulate things which should be 

observed by the trainee.  

 

Second kind of the interactive objects are areas, which divide training facility into specific zones and 

subzones. These zones need to be visited by the trainee to gain better training evaluation.  

 

Both obstacles and areas can be edited in terms of their dimension, position and name. 
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Figure 19. First person view. 

 

 

Figure 20. Third person view. 
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Figure 21. Added areas. 

 

 

Figure 22. Added objects. 
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6.2.3. Additional programs 

Ubisense software creates files presented at Figure 23, which contain, apart from localization data, 

some software specific information. To extract the data that can be processed by authors application, 

a separate program, written in C++ language in Visual Studio, was created. This program searches a 

raw Ubisense file to find the necessary pieces of data. As an input, it takes the Ubisense tag’s ID and 

selectable number of sensors needed to recognize a measurement as credible.  

 

After the conversion, the program saves the found data in an output file in txt format named by number 

of the Ubisense tag ID. The extracted data is shown in the Table 1. 

 

 

 

Figure 23. Ubisense RTLS raw data file 
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Table 1. Data extracted from Ubisense RTLS raw file. 

Time [s] x [m] y [m] z[m] 

1.84 6.799712 2.101175 0.906741 

7.78 9.920917 2.367273 1.357212 

7.88 9.853490 2.412376 1.267715 

7.99 9.819919 2.448384 1.379856 

8.21 10.190347 2.637994 1.134844 

8.32 9.810971 2.543471 1.413153 

8.53 9.925700 2.634832 1.485845 

8.64 9.848029 2.754321 1.419086 
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7. SYSTEM VERIFICATION 

7.1. Testing environment 

To validate the designed system performance, the training facility was simulated in one of the class 

rooms at Gdansk University of Technology, where the Ubisense RTLS system is installed, and then it 

was recreated  in the built application. Figure 24 presents a real room at the University.  

 

 

Figure 24. View on the room simulating training facility. 

 

In Figure 25, the virtual room is presented. There can be seen the most significant objects in the class 

room as the teacher desk, student benches, main doors, and the reference points used to allow 

determination of how far the trainee is from the created path. 

 

Appearance of the application during the test is shown in Figure 26. We can notice where trainee is 

moving and where is he looking. 
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Figure 25. Room recreated in the application. 

 

Figure 26. Screen during test. 
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7.2. Result discussion 

Having the testing environment prepared, we conducted several tests for different scenarios, artificially 

dividing the room into zones and creating objects and then walking through them, following reference 

points, acting as an expert and as a trainee. In the latter case, the expert’s path was treated as a 

reference for the trainee, and based on the difference, he was getting a proper assessment.  

 

 

Figure 27. Expert’s performance path. 

 

Figure 28. Trainee’s performance path. 
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Figure 27 and Figure 28 show two performances. In this scenario, there were four zones and two 

objects that had to be checked.  

 

Looking only at paths, without knowing field of view at a particular point in time, it is not possible to 

determine what they have seen. Though viewing the log from the system, one can see detailed 

information about events and overall performance assessment. Using this information, trainer can seek 

the data and focus only on parts that are important. In Table 2 and Table 3 there are test evaluation 

results. 

 

Table 2. Some events from the detailed log from the system. 

Time Event 

00:05 Trainee entered zone 1 

00:06 Trainee saw subzone 6 of zone 1 

00:11 Trainee inspected object 1 

00:50 Trainee left zone 1 

 

 

Table 3. Detailed performance assessment 

Evaluated factor Trainee / Expert 

Time [s] 1:50/1:35 

Average speed [m/s] 2.1/4.4 

Inspected objects 1/2 

Area coverage [%] 45/100 

Checked areas 2/4 

 

Comparing these results with our testing scenario assumptions, we can say the system correctly 

recognized trainee’s actions as they are consistent. 

 

Figure 29. A diagram with trainee’s assessment generated by the application. 
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The goal of this thesis work was to design a system that could support firefighter’s trainee evaluation. 

The general tasks were to collect and store training data according to trainee’s position and then provide 

visual recreation of his/her performance during the training with an approximate assessment. 

 

For the positioning purpose, two independent systems were used. First was Ubisense RTLS, which 

enables accurate indoor localization. The second device was was an IMU, used for gathering trainee’s 

orientation data. Applying them, the authors obtained satisfactory positioning accuracy for the desired 

application, which could later be used for processing. 

 

Data processing of the project was realized with Unity3D game engine. Its features allowed to build the 

application capable of: 

 visualizing trainee’s location and his/her field of view orientation during training, 

 recreating training area with interactive objects and zones, 

 showing and saving occurred events to the file, 

 displaying a recorded video from a camera mounted on a helmet, 

 plotting evaluation graphs. 

 

The final element was to evaluate trainee’s position and all events data gathered during the training. 

To compute appropriate assesment following factors were taken into account: 

 execution time, 

 number of reached zones and subzones, 

 speed, 

 distance, 

 checked objects. 

 

The information mentioned above was compared with experts knowledge. Then training evaluation was 

calculated and presented by means of the spider diagram, from which, the training stuff can easily 

deduce what are the strenghts and weaknesses of the trainee. 

 

Validation test conducted by the authors prooved that the created system satisfies the requirements 
and with more work, it might be useful for the purpose it was designed for.  
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9. FUTURE WORK 
 
The project has a potential to become a helpful solution for firefighter’s training assessment in the 

future. However, continuation of work on the project would require following steps to be done: 

 making positioning systems to work wirelessly and in real time, 

 improving data processing for better precision, 

 applying eye tracking technology, 

 evaluating team work. 

 

Working in real-time could be accomplished by adding a Wi-Fi module to the IMU device and then 

creating an interface between measurement systems and the application by data streaming. Watching 

training live from a different room would be a great benefit for the training supervisors. This would 

however entail changing data synchronization procedure, since even a small deviation in their time 

stamps has a big impact on their consistency. 

 

Another improvement that could be done is a usage of the eye tracking technology. Combining it with 

the data from the IMU device would enable precise estimation of trainee’s view. 

 

The next part, where the further and the most effort would be put, is data processing. A few more 

aspects could be evaluated automatically to provide a better assessment and more details for the 

trainer’s investigation. From the Coaching Staff perspective, the more information about training 

performance they get the more accurate assessment they can provide. 

 

An additional functionality that would be added to the application is evaluation of a few trainee’s at the 

same time. As fire-fighters form a team, it would be practical to evaluate them in this way, providing the 

assessment not only for individuals, but for the group. 

 

Since the tracking technology has many possible applications, our system could be also made more 

versatile and adjusted to support evaluation of other services such as supermarket customers tracking 

and shopping patterns descovering, or valuation of soldier and police training performance inside 

buildings.   
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APPENDIX A 

IMU device board and schematic 

 

 

Figure 30. IMU device schematic. 

 

 

Figure 31. IMU device board. 
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APPENDIX B 

XCM file interpreter and converter 

1. #include <cstdlib>   
2. #include <iostream>   
3. #include <ctime>   
4. #include <cmath>   
5.    
6. // ******************* STATICS ******************** //   
7. #define STR_line_length 60   
8. #define MAC_length 15   
9. #define MAX_tags_num 1   
10. #define MAX_sensors_num 4   
11.    
12. struct control_origin   
13. {   
14.     int firstTimeSlot;   
15.     int firstTimeSlotGathered = 0;   
16.     int active_sensors;   
17.     int active_tags;   
18. };   
19.    
20. struct tag_origin   
21. {   
22.     int found;   
23.     int active;   
24.     int id;   
25.     int id_check;   
26.     int timeslot;   
27.     float x;   
28.     float y;   
29.     float z;   
30. };   
31.    
32. struct sensor_origin   
33. {   
34.     int found;   
35.     int active;   
36.     char mac[MAC_length];   
37.     int mac_check;   
38.     float x;   
39.     float y;   
40.     float z;   
41.     float azimuth;   
42.     float elevation;   
43.     char used;   
44. };   
45.    
46. control_origin ctrl;   
47.    
48. tag_origin tag[MAX_tags_num];   
49. sensor_origin sensor[MAX_sensors_num];   
50.    
51. tag_origin temp_tag;   
52. sensor_origin temp_sensor;   
53.    
54. // ************************************************ //   
55.    
56. // **************** GLOBAL VARIABLES ************** //   
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57. char STR_line[STR_line_length];   
58. FILE *fp;   
59. int TAG_num = 0;   
60. int SENS_num = 0;   
61. int END_OF_FILE = 0;   
62. int ACTIVE_TAG = 0;   
63. int ACTIVE_SENSOR = 0;   
64. char file_to_read[20];   
65. int endProgram = 1;   
66. int numFile;   
67. // ************************************************ //   
68.    
69. // ******************* FUNCTIONS ****************** //   
70. // Gets from the file whole line of data and write it to global string   
71. void file_get_line(void)   
72. {   
73.     fscanf(fp, "%s", STR_line);   
74. }   
75.    
76. // checking how many sensors were used for location   
77. int check_sen_number(void)   
78. {   
79.     int i = 0, j = 0;   
80.     for (i = 0; i < MAX_sensors_num; i++)   
81.     {   
82.         if (sensor[i].used == 'T')   
83.             j++;   
84.     }   
85.    
86.     return j;   
87. }   
88.    
89. // Saves data to file   
90. void save_to_file(void)   
91. {   
92.     FILE *fp_temp;   
93.     char file_name[30];   
94.     int j = 0;   
95.     float sampleTime = 0;   
96.    
97.     for (j = 0; j < MAX_tags_num; j++)   
98.     {   
99.         if (tag[j].active == 1)   
100.         {   
101.             //TAG DATA SAVING   
102.             sprintf(file_name, "%d.txt", numFile);//j + 1);   
103.    
104.             if ((fp_temp = fopen(file_name, "a")) == NULL) {   
105.                 printf("Cannot open file to write\n");   
106.                 system("pause");   
107.                 exit(1);   
108.             }   
109.    
110.             if (check_sen_number() >= 3) //data saving only to tag with spec

ific number of sensors   
111.             {   
112.                 sampleTime = (tag[j].timeslot - ctrl.firstTimeSlot) * 0.027;

   
113.                 fprintf(fp_temp, "%.2f;%f;%f;%f\n", sampleTime, tag[j].x, ta

g[j].y, tag[j].z);   
114.             }   
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115.    
116.             fclose(fp_temp);   
117.    
118.             //SENSORS DATA SAVING   
119.             sprintf(file_name, "%d_sensors.txt", numFile);// j + 1);   
120.    
121.             if ((fp_temp = fopen(file_name, "a")) == NULL) {   
122.                 printf("Cannot open file to write\n");   
123.                 system("pause");   
124.                 exit(1);   
125.             }   
126.    
127.             for (j = 0; j < MAX_sensors_num; j++)   
128.             {   
129.                 if (sensor[j].mac_check == 1)   
130.                 {   
131.                     fprintf(fp_temp, "%c;", sensor[j].used);   
132.                 }   
133.                 else   
134.                 {   
135.                     fprintf(fp_temp, ";");   
136.                 }   
137.             }   
138.    
139.             fprintf(fp_temp, "\n");   
140.    
141.             fclose(fp_temp);   
142.         }   
143.     }   
144. }   
145.    
146. // function to create a file or erase old one   
147. void clear_output_files(void)   
148. {   
149.     FILE *fp_temp;   
150.     char file_name[30];   
151.    
152.     for (int i = 0; i < MAX_tags_num; i++)   
153.     {   
154.         sprintf(file_name, "%d.txt", numFile);// i + 1);   
155.    
156.         if ((fp_temp = fopen(file_name, "w")) == NULL) {   
157.             printf("Cannot open file to write\n");   
158.             system("pause");   
159.             exit(1);   
160.         }   
161.    
162.         fclose(fp_temp);   
163.    
164.         sprintf(file_name, "%d_sensors.txt", numFile);// i + 1);   
165.    
166.         if ((fp_temp = fopen(file_name, "w")) == NULL) {   
167.             printf("Cannot open file to write\n");   
168.             system("pause");   
169.             exit(1);   
170.         }   
171.    
172.         fclose(fp_temp);   
173.     }   
174. }   
175.    
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176. // Opens file to read   
177. void open_file(void)   
178. {   
179.     printf("Give number of file or put 'exit' to end program\n");   
180.     scanf("%s", file_to_read);   
181.     numFile = atoi(file_to_read);   
182.     if (file_to_read == "exit")   
183.     {   
184.         endProgram = 0;   
185.     }   
186.     else   
187.     {   
188.         strcat(file_to_read, ".xcm");   
189.         if ((fp = fopen(file_to_read, "r")) == NULL)    
190.         {   
191.             printf("Cannot open file to read\n");   
192.             system("pause");   
193.             exit(1);   
194.         }   
195.     }   
196.        
197. }   
198.    
199. // Initialization function, gets names of files, number of tags and sensors 

  
200. void Initialization(void)   
201. {   
202.     open_file();   
203.    
204.     TAG_num = 0;   
205.     SENS_num = 0;   
206.     /*  
207.     printf("Give number of tags:\n");  
208.     scanf("%d", &TAG_num);  
209.   
210.     printf("Give number of sensors:\n");  
211.     scanf("%d", &SENS_num);  
212.     */   
213. }   
214.    
215. // Closes file   
216. void close_file(void)   
217. {   
218.     fclose(fp);   
219. }   
220.    
221. // Saves values to struct, TYPE INTEGER   
222. int save_to_struct_int(int i, int *pointer)   
223. {   
224.     char value_string[20];   
225.     int k = 0;   
226.    
227.     i++;   
228.     do   
229.     {   
230.         value_string[k] = STR_line[i];   
231.         i++;   
232.         k++;   
233.     } while (STR_line[i] != '<');   
234.    
235.     sscanf(value_string, "%d", pointer);   
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236.     for (k = 0; k < 20; k++)   
237.         value_string[k] = 0;   
238.     k = 0;   
239.     i--;   
240.     return i;   
241. }   
242.    
243. // Saves values to struct, TYPE FLOAT   
244. int save_to_struct_float(int i, float *pointer)   
245. {   
246.     char value_string[20];   
247.     int k = 0;   
248.    
249.     i++;   
250.     do   
251.     {   
252.         value_string[k] = STR_line[i];   
253.         i++;   
254.         k++;   
255.     } while (STR_line[i] != '<');   
256.    
257.     sscanf(value_string, "%f", pointer);   
258.     for (k = 0; k < 20; k++)   
259.         value_string[k] = 0;   
260.     k = 0;   
261.     i--;   
262.     return i;   
263. }   
264.    
265. // Saves values to struct, TYPE STRING   
266. int save_to_struct_string(int i, char *pointer)   
267. {   
268.     char value_string[20];   
269.     int k = 0;   
270.    
271.     i++;   
272.     do   
273.     {   
274.         value_string[k] = STR_line[i];   
275.         i++;   
276.         k++;   
277.     } while (STR_line[i] != '<');   
278.    
279.     strcpy(pointer, value_string);   
280.     k = 0;   
281.     i--;   
282.     return i;   
283. }   
284.    
285. int save_to_struct_char(int i, char *pointer)   
286. {   
287.     i++;   
288.     *pointer = STR_line[i];   
289.     return i;   
290. }   
291.    
292. // clears sensors activity   
293. void clear_sensor_activity(void)   
294. {   
295.     for (int j = 0; j < MAX_sensors_num; j++)   
296.         sensor[j].active = 0;   
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297. }   
298.    
299. // clears tags activity   
300. void clear_tag_activity(void)   
301. {   
302.     for (int j = 0; j < MAX_tags_num; j++)   
303.         tag[j].active = 0;   
304. }   
305.    
306. // clears activity of all tags and sensors   
307. void clear_activity(void)   
308. {   
309.     clear_sensor_activity();   
310.     clear_tag_activity();   
311. }   
312.    
313. // clears values of changing vriables   
314. void clear_struct_values(void)   
315. {   
316.     int j;   
317.    
318.     for (j = 0; j < MAX_tags_num; j++)   
319.     {   
320.         tag[j].timeslot = 0;   
321.         tag[j].x = 0;   
322.         tag[j].y = 0;   
323.         tag[j].z = 0;   
324.     }   
325.    
326.     for (j = 0; j < MAX_sensors_num; j++)   
327.     {   
328.         sensor[j].azimuth = 0;   
329.         sensor[j].elevation = 0;   
330.         sensor[j].used = 'N';   
331.         sensor[j].x = 0;   
332.         sensor[j].y = 0;   
333.         sensor[j].z = 0;   
334.     }   
335. }   
336.    
337. // Finds function in the line a command, <?>   
338. void find_function_and_interpret(void)   
339. {   
340.     char command[20];   
341.     int i = 0, j = 0, i_temp = 0;   
342.     int tag_cnt = 0;   
343.     int end_while = 0;   
344.    
345.     do   
346.     {   
347.         if (STR_line[i] == '<')   
348.         {   
349.             i++;   
350.             do   
351.             {   
352.                 command[j] = STR_line[i];   
353.                 j++;   
354.                 i++;   
355.             } while (STR_line[i] != '>');   
356.             j = 0;   
357.         }   
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358.    
359.         // COMMAND RECOGNITION   
360.    
361.         // BEGGINING OF TAGS   
362.         if (!strncmp(command, "tag_", 4))   
363.             ctrl.active_tags = 1;   
364.    
365.         // If tags checking is active then we can interpret commands accordi

ng to them   
366.         if (ctrl.active_tags == 1)   
367.         {   
368.             // CHECKING MAC ADRESS AND ACTIVATION SPECIFIC SENSOR STRUCTURE 

TO WRITE   
369.             if (!strncmp(command, "id_", 3))   
370.             {   
371.                 i = save_to_struct_int(i, &temp_tag.id);   
372.                 temp_tag.id_check = 0;   
373.    
374.                 end_while = 0;   
375.                 j = 0;   
376.                 while (end_while == 0 && j < MAX_tags_num)   //Loop ends whe

n some tag is already saved or when counter get maximum number of tags   
377.                 {   
378.                     if (tag[j].id == temp_tag.id)   
379.                     {   
380.                         tag[j].active = 1;  //activation of saved tag   
381.                         ACTIVE_TAG = j;   
382.                         temp_tag.id_check = 1;   
383.                         end_while = 1;   
384.                     }   
385.                     j++;   
386.                 }   
387.    
388.                 if (temp_tag.id_check == 0)   
389.                 {   
390.                     end_while = 0;   
391.                     j = 0;   
392.                     while (end_while == 0)   
393.                     {   
394.                         if (tag[j].found == 0)   
395.                         {   
396.                             tag[j].id = temp_tag.id;   
397.                             tag[j].found = 1;   
398.                             tag[j].active = 1;   
399.                             ACTIVE_TAG = j;   
400.                             TAG_num++;   
401.                             temp_tag.id_check = 1;   
402.                             end_while = 1;   
403.                         }   
404.                         j++;   
405.                     }   
406.                 }   
407.             }   
408.    
409.             // Getting specific tag data and writing it to struct, j says wh

ich tag is active   
410.             if (!strncmp(command, "timeslot_", 9) && ctrl.firstTimeSlotGathe

red == 1)   
411.             {   
412.                 i = save_to_struct_int(i, &tag[ACTIVE_TAG].timeslot);   
413.             }   
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414.             else if(!strncmp(command, "timeslot_", 9) && ctrl.firstTimeSlotG
athered == 0)   

415.             {   
416.                 i = save_to_struct_int(i, &tag[ACTIVE_TAG].timeslot);   
417.                 ctrl.firstTimeSlot = tag[ACTIVE_TAG].timeslot;   
418.                 ctrl.firstTimeSlotGathered = 1;   
419.             }   
420.                    
421.    
422.             if (!strncmp(command, "x_", 2))   
423.                 i = save_to_struct_float(i, &tag[ACTIVE_TAG].x);   
424.    
425.             if (!strncmp(command, "y_", 2))   
426.                 i = save_to_struct_float(i, &tag[ACTIVE_TAG].y);   
427.    
428.             if (!strncmp(command, "z_", 2))   
429.                 i = save_to_struct_float(i, &tag[ACTIVE_TAG].z);   
430.    
431.         }   
432.    
433.    
434.    
435.         // BEGGINING OF SENSORS   
436.         if (!strncmp(command, "sensors_", 8))   
437.         {   
438.             ctrl.active_tags = 0;   
439.             ctrl.active_sensors = 1;   
440.         }   
441.    
442.         // If sensors checking is active then we can interpret commands acco

rding to them   
443.         if (ctrl.active_sensors == 1)   
444.         {   
445.             // CHECKING MAC ADRESS AND ACTIVATION SPECIFIC SENSOR STRUCTURE 

TO WRITE   
446.             if (!strncmp(command, "mac_", 4))   
447.             {   
448.                 i = save_to_struct_string(i, temp_sensor.mac);   
449.                 temp_sensor.mac_check = 0;   
450.    
451.                 end_while = 0;   
452.                 j = 0;   
453.                 while (end_while == 0 && j < MAX_sensors_num)    //Loop ends

 when some sensor is already saved or when counter get maximum number of sensors   
454.                 {   
455.                     if (strncmp(sensor[j].mac, temp_sensor.mac, MAC_length) 

== 0)   
456.                     {   
457.                         sensor[j].active = 1;   
458.                         sensor[j].mac_check = 1;   
459.                         ACTIVE_SENSOR = j;   
460.                         temp_sensor.mac_check = 1;   
461.                     }   
462.    
463.                     j++;   
464.                 }   
465.    
466.                 if (temp_sensor.mac_check == 0)   
467.                 {   
468.                     end_while = 0;   
469.                     j = 0;   
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470.                     while (end_while == 0)   
471.                     {   
472.                         if (sensor[j].mac_check == 0 && sensor[j].found == 0

)   
473.                         {   
474.                             strcpy(sensor[j].mac, temp_sensor.mac);   
475.                             sensor[j].found = 1;   
476.                             sensor[j].mac_check = 1;   
477.                             sensor[j].active = 1;   
478.                             ACTIVE_SENSOR = j;   
479.                             temp_sensor.mac_check = 1;   
480.                             SENS_num++;   
481.                             end_while = 1;   
482.                         }   
483.    
484.                         j++;   
485.                     }   
486.                 }   
487.             }   
488.    
489.    
490.             // GETTING SPECIFIC SENSOR DATA   
491.             // X coordinate   
492.             if (!strncmp(command, "x_", 2))   
493.                 i = save_to_struct_float(i, &sensor[ACTIVE_SENSOR].x);   
494.    
495.             // Y coordinate   
496.             if (!strncmp(command, "y_", 2))   
497.                 i = save_to_struct_float(i, &sensor[ACTIVE_SENSOR].y);   
498.    
499.             // Z coordinate   
500.             if (!strncmp(command, "z_", 2))   
501.                 i = save_to_struct_float(i, &sensor[ACTIVE_SENSOR].z);   
502.    
503.             // Used flag   
504.             if (!strncmp(command, "used_for_location_", 18))   
505.                 i = save_to_struct_char(i, &sensor[ACTIVE_SENSOR].used);   
506.    
507.             // CHECKING END OF DATA FOR ONE SENSOR   
508.             if (!strncmp(command, "/value", 6))   
509.                 clear_sensor_activity();   
510.         }   
511.    
512.         // END OF PACK   
513.         if (!strncmp(command, "/sensors_", 9))   
514.         {   
515.             save_to_file();   
516.             clear_activity();   
517.             clear_struct_values();   
518.             ctrl.active_sensors = 0;   
519.             ctrl.active_tags = 0;   
520.         }   
521.    
522.         // END OF FILE   
523.         if (!strncmp(command, "/events", 7))   
524.             END_OF_FILE = 1;   
525.    
526.         // clearing the command string   
527.         for (j = 0; j < 20; j++)   
528.             command[j] = 0;   
529.         j = 0;   
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530.    
531.         i++;   
532.     } while (STR_line[i] != 0);   
533. }   
534.    
535. // Clears global string of all data   
536. void STR_clear_line(void)   
537. {   
538.     for (int i = 0; i < STR_line_length; i++)   
539.     {   
540.         STR_line[i] = 0;   
541.     }   
542. }   
543.    
544.      
545. // *************** MAIN PROGRAM ******************* //   
546. int main()   
547. {   
548.        
549.    
550.     do   
551.     {   
552.         Initialization();   
553.         clear_output_files();   
554.    
555.         do   
556.         {   
557.             file_get_line();   
558.             find_function_and_interpret();   
559.             STR_clear_line();   
560.         } while (END_OF_FILE == 0);   
561.    
562.         close_file();   
563.     } while (endProgram);   
564.        
565.    
566.     system("pause");   
567.     return(0);   
568. }   
569. // ************************************************ //   
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APPENDIX C 

Unity application main classes 

1. public class Follower : MonoBehaviour   
2. {   
3.    
4.     public GameObject soldier;   
5.     public float speed = 1.0f;   
6.     public float diff = 0.3f;   
7.     public float factor = 0.5f;   
8.     public bool ifMove = true;   
9.    
10.     private bool startFollow = false;   
11.     private Vector3 curPos;   
12.     private Vector3 destPoint;   
13.     private float subtruct;   
14.     private float distance;   
15.     private LineRenderer lineSmooth;   
16.     private LineRenderer originalLineSmooth;   
17.    
18.     public GameObject smoothLineDrawer;   
19.     private int numSmoothLinePoints = 2;   
20.    
21.     void Start()   
22.     {   
23.         curPos = soldier.transform.position;   
24.         transform.position = new Vector3(curPos.x - diff, curPos.y, curPos.z - diff

);   
25.    
26.         lineSmooth = smoothLineDrawer.AddComponent<LineRenderer>();   
27.         lineSmooth.SetWidth(0.02f, 0.02f);   
28.         lineSmooth.material.color = new Color(0, 0, 1);   
29.         lineSmooth.SetVertexCount(0);   
30.     }   
31.    
32.     void Update()   
33.     {   
34.         distance = Vector3.Distance(transform.position, soldier.transform.position)

;   
35.    
36.         if (distance > diff && startFollow)   
37.         {   
38.             subtruct = distance - diff;   
39.             factor = subtruct / distance;   
40.    
41.             destPoint = Vector3.Lerp(transform.position, soldier.transform.position

, factor);   
42.    
43.             transform.position = Vector3.MoveTowards(transform.position, destPoint,

 Time.deltaTime * speed);   
44.    
45.             numSmoothLinePoints++;   
46.             lineSmooth.SetVertexCount(numSmoothLinePoints);   
47.             lineSmooth.SetPosition(numSmoothLinePoints - 1, transform.position);   
48.         }   
49.     }   
50.    
51.     public void ClearPathPoints()   
52.     {   
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53.         numSmoothLinePoints = 0;   
54.         lineSmooth.SetVertexCount(numSmoothLinePoints);   
55.     }   
56.    
57.     public void PauseFollowing()   
58.     {   
59.         startFollow = false;   
60.     }   
61.    
62.     public void ContinueFollowing()   
63.     {   
64.         startFollow = true;    
65.     }   
66.    
67.     public void StartFollowing()   
68.     {   
69.         startFollow = true;   
70.     }   
71. }   

 

1. public class FieldOfView : MonoBehaviour   
2. {   
3.     //zones, object   
4.     public float viewRadius;   
5.     [Range(0, 360)]   
6.     public float viewAngle;   
7.    
8.     public LayerMask subzoneMask;   
9.     public LayerMask zoneMask;   
10.     public LayerMask targetMask;   
11.     public LayerMask obstacleMask;   
12.     //public LayerMask objectMask;   
13.    
14.     ZonesScoreManager zonesScoreManager;   
15.     ObjectsScoreManager objectsScoreManager;   
16.    
17.     private ZoneExaminationAssessment enteredZone;   
18.    
19.     //[HideInInspector]   
20.     public List<Transform> allZonesList = new List<Transform>();   
21.     public List<Transform> checkedZonesList = new List<Transform>();   
22.     public List<string> checkedSubzonesList = new List<string>();   
23.    
24.    
25.     public List<Transform> allTargetsList = new List<Transform>();   
26.     public List<Transform> visibleTargets = new List<Transform>();  //displays all 

currently visible targets in the inspector   
27.     public List<Transform> checkedTargetsList = new List<Transform>();   
28.     public List<Transform> notSeenTargetsList = new List<Transform>();   
29.    
30.     public float meshResolution;   
31.     public int edgeResolveIterations;   
32.     public float edgeDstThreshold;   
33.     public float dstToTarget;   
34.    
35.     public MeshFilter viewMeshFilter;   
36.     public Mesh viewMesh;   
37.    
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38.     public PositionController czas;   
39.    
40.     private string TriggeredObject;   
41.     private string CollidedObject;   
42.    
43.     void Start()   
44.     {   
45.         Directory.CreateDirectory("results/Checked targets");   
46.         Directory.CreateDirectory("results/Checked zones");   
47.    
48.         zonesScoreManager = GameObject.FindObjectOfType<ZonesScoreManager>();   
49.         objectsScoreManager = GameObject.FindObjectOfType<ObjectsScoreManager>();   
50.         czas = GameObject.FindObjectOfType<PositionController>();   
51.    
52.         viewMesh = new Mesh();   
53.         viewMesh.name = "View Mesh";   
54.         viewMeshFilter.mesh = viewMesh;   
55.    
56.         StartCoroutine("FindTargetsWithDelay", .1f);   
57.     }   
58.    
59.     IEnumerator FindTargetsWithDelay(float delay)   
60.     {   
61.         while (true)   
62.         {   
63.             yield return new WaitForSeconds(delay);   
64.             FindAllTargets();   
65.             FindAllZones();   
66.             CheckTargets();   
67.         }   
68.     }   
69.    
70.     void OnApplicationQuit()   
71.     {   
72.         foreach (Transform strefa in allZonesList)   
73.         {   
74.             if (checkedZonesList.Contains(strefa))   
75.             {   
76.                 ZoneExaminationAssessment zone = strefa.GetComponent<ZoneExaminatio

nAssessment>();   
77.                 CreateTextFile("results/Checked zones/" + strefa.name, "Enter Time:

 " + zone.ZoneEnterTime[0] +   
78.                 "\t Exit time: " + zone.ZoneExitTime[0] + "\n\nChecked subzones: \n

");   
79.    
80.                 for (int i = 0; i < zone.CheckedSubzones.Count; i++)   
81.                 {   
82.                     CreateTextFile("results/Checked zones/" + strefa.name, zone.Che

ckedSubzones[i] + "\n");   
83.                 }   
84.    
85.                 CreateTextFile("results/Checked zones/" + strefa.name, "\nCovered a

rea: " + Math.Round((zone.CheckedSubzones.Count / 9.0) * 100, 2) + "%\n");   
86.             }   
87.             else CreateTextFile("results/Unchecked zones", strefa.name + "\n");   
88.         }   
89.    
90.         //create file with checked and unchecked targets   
91.         foreach (Transform target in allTargetsList)   
92.         {   
93.             if (checkedTargetsList.Contains(target))   
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94.             {   
95.                 TargetExaminationAssessment inspectedTarget = target.GetComponent<T

argetExaminationAssessment>();   
96.                 CreateTextFile("results/Checked targets/" + target.name, "First  sp

ot Time: " + inspectedTarget.SpotTime +   
97.                 "\nExamination time: " + inspectedTarget.TargetExaminationTime + "\

n");   
98.    
99.             }   
100.             else CreateTextFile("results/Unchecked targets", target.name + "

\n");   
101.         }   
102.         CreateTextFile("results/Unchecked targets", (allTargetsList.Count - 

checkedTargetsList.Count).ToString()   
103.             + "/" + allTargetsList.Count);   
104.     }   
105.    
106.     void LateUpdate()   
107.     {   
108.         DrawFieldOfView();   
109.     }   
110.    
111.     void OnTriggerEnter(Collider other)   
112.     {   
113.         TriggeredObject = other.name;   
114.         Debug.Log(TriggeredObject);   
115.         if (other.tag == "Zone")   
116.         {   
117.             enteredZone = other.GetComponent<ZoneExaminationAssessment>();   
118.             if(!checkedZonesList.Contains(enteredZone.transform))   
119.                 zonesScoreManager.SetScore(enteredZone.name, "EnterTime", Ti

me.deltaTime); 
120.             if (!checkedZonesList.Contains(other.transform))   
121.             {   
122.                 checkedZonesList.Add(other.transform);   
123.                 enteredZone.ZoneEnterTime.Add(5.0f); 
124.             }   
125.         }   
126.     }   
127.    
128.    
129.     void OnTriggerStay(Collider other)   
130.     {   
131.         TriggeredObject = other.name;   
132.         Debug.Log(TriggeredObject);   
133.         if (other.tag == "Zone")   
134.         {   
135.             Collider[] Subzones = Physics.OverlapSphere(transform.position, 

viewRadius, subzoneMask);   
136.             for (int i = 0; i < Subzones.Length; i++)   
137.             {   
138.                 Transform Subzone = Subzones[i].transform;   
139.                 Vector3 dirToZone = (Subzone.position - transform.position).

normalized;   
140.                 if (Vector3.Angle(transform.forward, dirToZone) < viewAngle 

/ 2)   
141.                 {   
142.                     float dstToZone = Vector3.Distance(transform.position, S

ubzone.position);   
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143.                     if (!Physics.Raycast(transform.position, dirToZone, dstT
oZone, targetMask | obstacleMask) && TriggeredObject == Subzone.transform.parent.na
me)   

144.                     {   
145.                         enteredZone.TimeInZone = enteredZone.TimeInZone + 1.

0f; 
146.                         if (!enteredZone.CheckedSubzones.Contains(Subzone.na

me))   
147.                         {   
148.                             checkedSubzonesList.Add(Subzone.name);   
149.                             enteredZone.CheckedSubzones.Add(Subzone.name);   
150.                             zonesScoreManager.SetScore(Subzone.transform.par

ent.name, "Subzones", enteredZone.CheckedSubzones.Count);   
151.                         }   
152.                     }   
153.                 }   
154.             }   
155.         }   
156.     }   
157.    
158.     void OnTriggerExit(Collider other)   
159.     {   
160.         if (other.tag == "Zone")   
161.         {   
162.             ZoneExaminationAssessment leftZone = other.GetComponent<ZoneExam

inationAssessment>();   
163.             leftZone.ZoneExitTime.Add(czas.DataObject.sampleTime); 
164.         }   
165.     }   
166.    
167.     void FindAllTargets()   
168.     {   
169.         Collider[] allTargetsInScene = Physics.OverlapSphere(transform.posit

ion, 50, targetMask); //find all objects of targetMask within large sphere   
170.         for (int i = 0; i < allTargetsInScene.Length; i++)   
171.         {//check every object if it is already in the list, if it is not, th

en add it   
172.             Transform target = allTargetsInScene[i].transform;   
173.             if (!allTargetsList.Contains(target))   
174.             {   
175.                 allTargetsList.Add(target);   
176.             }   
177.         }   
178.    
179.     }   
180.     //first the function finds all the objects in view radius   
181.     //then for each object it finds the direction to it   
182.     //if it is in the view angle  it checks if there are are any obstacles b

etween the trainee  and the object   
183.     void CheckTargets()   
184.     {   
185.         RaycastHit hit;   
186.         Collider[] targetsInViewRadius = Physics.OverlapSphere(transform.pos

ition, viewRadius, targetMask);   
187.         for (int i = 0; i < targetsInViewRadius.Length; i++)   
188.         {   
189.             Transform target = targetsInViewRadius[i].transform;   
190.             Vector3 dirToObject = (target.position - transform.position).nor

malized;   
191.    
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192.             if (Vector3.Angle(transform.forward, dirToObject) < viewAngle / 
2)   

193.             {   
194.                 float dstToObject = Vector3.Distance(transform.position, tar

get.position);   
195.                 float maxDistance = 15.0f;   
196.    
197.                 if (Physics.Raycast(transform.position, dirToObject, out hit

, maxDistance, targetMask) &&   
198.                     !Physics.Raycast(transform.position, dirToObject, maxDis

tance, obstacleMask)) // if it didnt hit the obstacle it means it is visible   
199.                 {   
200.                     Transform hitObject = hit.transform;   
201.                     TargetExaminationAssessment inspectedObject = target.Get

Component<TargetExaminationAssessment>();   
202.                     inspectedObject.TargetExaminationTime = inspectedObject.

TargetExaminationTime + 1;   
203.                     objectsScoreManager.SetScore(hitObject.name, "Inspection

Time", inspectedObject.TargetExaminationTime);//display result   
204.    
205.                     if (!checkedTargetsList.Contains(hitObject))   
206.                     {   
207.                         checkedTargetsList.Add(hitObject);   
208.                         inspectedObject.SpotTime = 5.0f;   
209.                         objectsScoreManager.SetScore(hitObject.name, "SpotTi

me", czas.DataObject.sampleTime);   
210.                     }   
211.                 }   
212.             }   
213.         }   
214.     }   
215.    
216.     void FindAllZones()   
217.     {   
218.         Collider[] allZonesInScene = Physics.OverlapSphere(transform.positio

n, 50, zoneMask);   
219.         for (int i = 0; i < allZonesInScene.Length; i++)   
220.         {   
221.             Transform zone = allZonesInScene[i].transform;   
222.             if (!allZonesList.Contains(zone))   
223.             {   
224.                 allZonesList.Add(zone);   
225.                 //CreateTextFile("results/All zones in scene", zone.name + "

\n");   
226.             }   
227.         }   
228.     }   
229.    
230.    
231.     void DrawFieldOfView()   
232.     {   
233.         int stepCount = Mathf.RoundToInt(viewAngle * meshResolution);   
234.         float stepAngleSize = viewAngle / stepCount;   
235.         List<Vector3> viewPoints = new List<Vector3>();   
236.         ViewCastInfo oldViewCast = new ViewCastInfo();   
237.         for (int i = 0; i <= stepCount; i++)   
238.         {   
239.             float angle = transform.eulerAngles.y - viewAngle / 2 + stepAngl

eSize * i;   
240.             ViewCastInfo newViewCast = ViewCast(angle);   
241.    
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242.             if (i > 0)   
243.             {   
244.                 bool edgeDstThresholdExceeded = Mathf.Abs(oldViewCast.dst - 

newViewCast.dst) > edgeDstThreshold;   
245.                 if (oldViewCast.hit != newViewCast.hit || (oldViewCast.hit &

& newViewCast.hit && edgeDstThresholdExceeded))   
246.                 {   
247.                     EdgeInfo edge = FindEdge(oldViewCast, newViewCast);   
248.                     if (edge.pointA != Vector3.zero)   
249.                     {   
250.                         viewPoints.Add(edge.pointA);   
251.                     }   
252.                     if (edge.pointB != Vector3.zero)   
253.                     {   
254.                         viewPoints.Add(edge.pointB);   
255.                     }   
256.                 }   
257.    
258.             }   
259.    
260.             viewPoints.Add(newViewCast.point);   
261.             oldViewCast = newViewCast;   
262.         }   
263.    
264.         int vertexCount = viewPoints.Count + 1;   
265.         Vector3[] vertices = new Vector3[vertexCount];   
266.         int[] triangles = new int[(vertexCount - 2) * 3];   
267.    
268.         vertices[0] = Vector3.zero;   
269.         for (int i = 0; i < vertexCount - 1; i++)   
270.         {   
271.             vertices[i + 1] = transform.InverseTransformPoint(viewPoints[i])

;   
272.    
273.             if (i < vertexCount - 2)   
274.             {   
275.                 triangles[i * 3] = 0;   
276.                 triangles[i * 3 + 1] = i + 1;   
277.                 triangles[i * 3 + 2] = i + 2;   
278.             }   
279.         }   
280.    
281.         viewMesh.Clear();   
282.    
283.         viewMesh.vertices = vertices;   
284.         viewMesh.triangles = triangles;   
285.         viewMesh.RecalculateNormals();   
286.     }   
287.    
288.     public void CreateTextFile(string fileName, string textToAdd)   
289.     {   
290.         string logFile = fileName + " (" + DateTime.Now.ToShortDateString() 

  
291.             .Replace(@"/", @"-").Replace(@"\", @"-") + "-

" + DateTime.Now.ToShortTimeString()   
292.             .Replace(@"/", @"-").Replace(@"\", @"-").Replace(@":", @"-

") + ").log";   
293.    
294.         FileStream fs = new FileStream(logFile,   
295.             FileMode.Append, FileAccess.Write, FileShare.None);   
296.    
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297.         StreamWriter swFromFileStream = new StreamWriter(fs);   
298.         swFromFileStream.Write(textToAdd);   
299.         swFromFileStream.Flush();   
300.         swFromFileStream.Close();   
301.     }   
302.    
303.    
304.     EdgeInfo FindEdge(ViewCastInfo minViewCast, ViewCastInfo maxViewCast)   
305.     {   
306.         float minAngle = minViewCast.angle;   
307.         float maxAngle = maxViewCast.angle;   
308.         Vector3 minPoint = Vector3.zero;   
309.         Vector3 maxPoint = Vector3.zero;   
310.    
311.         for (int i = 0; i < edgeResolveIterations; i++)   
312.         {   
313.             float angle = (minAngle + maxAngle) / 2;   
314.             ViewCastInfo newViewCast = ViewCast(angle);   
315.    
316.             bool edgeDstThresholdExceeded = Mathf.Abs(minViewCast.dst - newV

iewCast.dst) > edgeDstThreshold;   
317.             if (newViewCast.hit == minViewCast.hit && !edgeDstThresholdExcee

ded)   
318.             {   
319.                 minAngle = angle;   
320.                 minPoint = newViewCast.point;   
321.             }   
322.             else {   
323.                 maxAngle = angle;   
324.                 maxPoint = newViewCast.point;   
325.             }   
326.         }   
327.    
328.         return new EdgeInfo(minPoint, maxPoint);   
329.     }   
330.    
331.    
332.     ViewCastInfo ViewCast(float globalAngle)   
333.     {   
334.         Vector3 dir = DirFromAngle(globalAngle, true);   
335.         RaycastHit hit;   
336.    
337.         if (Physics.Raycast(transform.position, dir, out hit, viewRadius, ob

stacleMask))   
338.         {   
339.             return new ViewCastInfo(true, hit.point, hit.distance, globalAng

le);   
340.         }   
341.         else {   
342.             return new ViewCastInfo(false, transform.position + dir * viewRa

dius, viewRadius, globalAngle);   
343.         }   
344.     }   
345.    
346.     public Vector3 DirFromAngle(float angleInDegrees, bool angleIsGlobal)   
347.     {   
348.         if (!angleIsGlobal)   
349.         {   
350.             angleInDegrees += transform.eulerAngles.y;   
351.         }   
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352.         return new Vector3(Mathf.Sin(angleInDegrees * Mathf.Deg2Rad), 0, Mat
hf.Cos(angleInDegrees * Mathf.Deg2Rad));   

353.     }   
354.    
355.     public struct ViewCastInfo   
356.     {   
357.         public bool hit;   
358.         public Vector3 point;   
359.         public float dst;   
360.         public float angle;   
361.    
362.         public ViewCastInfo(bool _hit, Vector3 _point, float _dst, float _an

gle)   
363.         {   
364.             hit = _hit;   
365.             point = _point;   
366.             dst = _dst;   
367.             angle = _angle;   
368.         }   
369.     }   
370.    
371.     public struct EdgeInfo   
372.     {   
373.         public Vector3 pointA;   
374.         public Vector3 pointB;   
375.    
376.         public EdgeInfo(Vector3 _pointA, Vector3 _pointB)   
377.         {   
378.             pointA = _pointA;   
379.             pointB = _pointB;   
380.         }   
381.     }   
382. }   

 

1. public class PositionController : MonoBehaviour {   
2.        
3.     public GameObject soldier;   
4.     public GameObject inputExpertWindow;   
5.     public GameObject inputTraineeWindow;   
6.    
7.     private Vector3 destPoint;   
8.    
9.     public GameObject LineDrawer;   
10.     private LineRenderer linePath;   
11.    
12.     private bool simContinue = false;   
13.    
14.     private float TimeLast = 0;   
15.     public float alfaInter = 0.75f;   
16.     public float betaInter = 0.25f;   
17.    
18.     private static string path;   
19.     private string newPath;   
20.     private StreamReader FileReader;   
21.     private string[] splittedLine;   
22.     private string line = "x";   
23.     //StringBuilder line = new StringBuilder(100);   
24.    
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25.     //Position Global data, gathered from file   
26.     public class Dane   
27.     {   
28.         public float xPos;   
29.         public float yPos;   
30.         public float zPos;   
31.         public float sampleTime;   
32.     }   
33.    
34.     public Dane DataObject = new Dane();   
35.     public List<Vector4> PosDataList = new List<Vector4>();  
36.    
37.     private float nextSampleTime;   
38.     private static int posSampleNum;   
39.     private int posSampleCur = 0;   
40.    
41.     //Current trainee position   
42.     private float x, y, z;   
43.    
44.     //Chaikin interpolation number of points and arrays   
45.     public Vector4[] now;   
46.     public Vector4[] after;   
47.     private int numNow;   
48.     private int numAfter;   
49.    
50.     //Time control   
51.     public float positionOffset = 0; //offset in seconds   
52.     private void ScaleCoordinates(float l_0, float w_0, float h_0, float l, float w

, float h, ref float x, ref float y, ref float z)   
53.     {   
54.         x = (x / w_0) * w;   
55.         y = (y / h_0) * h;   
56.         z = (z / l_0) * l;   
57.     }   
58.    
59.     private void GatherPositionData()   
60.     {   
61.         posSampleCur = 0;   
62.         TimeLast = 0;   
63.    
64.         if (File.Exists(path))   
65.         {   
66.             line = FileReader.ReadLine();   
67.             PosDataList.Clear();   
68.    
69.             while (line != null)   
70.             {   
71.                 splittedLine = line.Split(';');   
72.    
73.                 //Every sample time   
74.                 DataObject.sampleTime = float.Parse(splittedLine[0]);   
75.                 DataObject.xPos = float.Parse(splittedLine[1]);   
76.                 DataObject.yPos = 0.1f; 
77.                 DataObject.zPos = float.Parse(splittedLine[2]);   
78.    
79.                        
80.                 PosDataList.Add(new Vector4(DataObject.xPos, DataObject.yPos, DataO

bject.zPos, DataObject.sampleTime));   
81.                 line = FileReader.ReadLine();   
82.             }   
83.             FileReader.Close();   
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84.         }   
85.         nextSampleTime = PosDataList[0].w; ;// DataObject.sampleTime;   
86.     }   
87.    
88.     public void ChaikinInterpolation()   
89.     {   
90.         numNow = PosDataList.Count;   
91.         numAfter = ( PosDataList.Count - 2 ) * 2 + 2;   
92.    
93.         now = new Vector4[numNow];   
94.         after = new Vector4[numAfter];   
95.    
96.         int i = 0;   
97.         int j = 1;   
98.    
99.         for (i = 0; i < numNow; i++)   
100.         {   
101.             now[i] = PosDataList[i];   
102.         }   
103.    
104.         after[0] = now[0];   
105.         after[numAfter - 1] = now[numNow - 1];   
106.    
107.         for (i = 0; i < (numAfter-numNow); i++)   
108.         {   
109.             PosDataList.Add(new Vector4());   
110.         }   
111.    
112.         for (i = 0; i < numNow-2; i++)   
113.         {   
114.             after[j] = now[i] + ((now[i + 1] - now[i]) * alfaInter);   
115.             after[j + 1] = now[i + 1] + ((now[i + 2] - now[i + 1]) * betaInt

er);   
116.             j += 2;   
117.         }   
118.    
119.         for (i = 0; i < numAfter; i++)   
120.         {   
121.             PosDataList[i] = after[i];   
122.         }   
123.     }   
124.    
125.     private void GetNewDestPoint()   
126.     {   
127.         x = PosDataList[posSampleCur].x;   
128.         y = 0.1f;   
129.         z = PosDataList[posSampleCur].z;   
130.         destPoint = new Vector3(x, y, z);   
131.    
132.         posSampleCur++;   
133.         nextSampleTime = PosDataList[posSampleCur].w + positionOffset;   
134.     }   
135.    
136.     public void GetPathNumber(string newValue)   
137.     {   
138.         newPath = @"data\position\" + newValue + ".txt";   
139.     }   
140.    
141.     public void OkExpertPress()   
142.     {   
143.         path = newPath;   
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144.         inputExpertWindow.SetActive(false);   
145.    
146.         FileReader = new StreamReader(path);   
147.    
148.         GatherPositionData();   
149.     }   
150.    
151.     public void OkTraineePress()   
152.     {   
153.         path = newPath;   
154.         inputTraineeWindow.SetActive(false);   
155.     }   
156.    
157.     public void BeginSimulation()   
158.     {   
159.         simContinue = true;   
160.     }   
161.    
162.     public void ContinueSimulation()   
163.     {   
164.         simContinue = true;   
165.     }   
166.    
167.     public void StopSimulation()   
168.     {   
169.         simContinue = false;   
170.     }   
171.    
172.     public void ResetPosition()   
173.     {   
174.         soldier.transform.position = new Vector3(0, 0, 0);   
175.         PosDataList.Clear();   
176.         PosDataList.Capacity = 0;   
177.     }   
178.    
179.     public void AdjustPositionOffset(string newPosOffset)   
180.     {   
181.         positionOffset = float.Parse(newPosOffset);   
182.     }   
183.    
184.     void Start()   
185.     {   
186.         linePath = LineDrawer.AddComponent<LineRenderer>();   
187.         linePath.SetWidth(0.02f, 0.02f);   
188.         linePath.material.color = new Color(1, 0, 0);   
189.     }   
190.    
191.     void Update()   
192.     {   
193.         if (simContinue)   
194.         {   
195.             TimeLast += Time.deltaTime;   
196.    
197.             if (TimeLast >= nextSampleTime)   
198.             {   
199.                 GetNewDestPoint();   
200.                 soldier.transform.position = destPoint;   
201.             }   
202.         }     
203.     }   
204. }   
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